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DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Moscow in Kindle format will lead you straight to the very
best Moscow has to offer. Whether you're looking for things not to miss at the Top 10 sights or
want to find the top place to eat, this guide is the perfect companion, taking the best of the
printed guidebook and adding new eBook-only features. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists--from the
Top 10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals. There's even a list of the Top 10 ways to
avoid the crowds.The guide is divided by area, each with its own photo gallery and clear maps
pinpointing the top sights. You also can view each location in Google Maps if reading on an
Internet-enabled device. Plan each day with our itineraries and see the sights in individual areas.
You'll find the insider knowledge you need to explore every corner with DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide: Top 10 Moscow, now with a sleek new eBook design.
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INTRODUCING MOSCOWDespite Stalin’s destruction of much of Moscow’s architectural
heritage, what remains is enough to convey the impression of a medieval capital that collided
with a Soviet juggernaut. It is a city where petite onion-domed churches and 19th-century
mansions compete with epic neo-Gothic skyscrapers and ten-lane ring roads. Ironically,
Communism’s greatest contribution to the city – the magnificent metro system – lies deep
underground. In recent years bold modern structures have been added to Moscow’s progressive
skyline and Muscovites have recovered pride in their city by funding the restoration of lost
landmarks such as the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour..Moscow’s Highlights1St Basil’s
Cathedral>2Red Square>3Cathedral of the Assumption>4State Armoury>5Pushkin Museum of
Fine Arts>6Bolshoi Theatre>7Tretyakov Gallery>8Metro Stations>9Novodevichiy
Convent>10Kolomenskoe Estate>

St Basil’s CathedralWith red-brick towers and swirling onion domes, this gloriously colourful
cathedral is perhaps Russia’s most emblematic building. Ivan the Terrible ordered its
construction to celebrate capturing the Tatar stronghold of Kazan, 800 km (500 miles) east of
Moscow, in 1552. The cathedral was designed with eight chapels, each representing a
successful assault made on Kazan. A ninth chapel was added later to cover the grave of Basil
the Blessed, the pious ascetic to whom the cathedral owes its popular name.Krasnaya
Ploshchad 2 • 495 698 3304 • Metro: Okhotnyy Ryad, Ploshchad Revolyutsii • Open May–Oct:
10am–7pm; Nov–Apr: 11am–5pm • Adm: 250 Rub • 1. Tiled GalleryThe warren of narrow
galleries and stairways connecting St Basil’s chapels over different levels was covered over in
the 17th century and subsequently decorated with elaborate tiles featuring floral and geometric
designs.View photo2. IconostasesThe cathedral’s 9 iconostases, symbolizing the separation
between the divine and the earthly world, comprise over 400 icons from the Moscow and
Novgorod schools of icon painting.View photo3. Tent-Roofed Bell TowerAdded to St Basil’s
Cathedral during the late 17th century, the bell tower is located at the southeast corner. It rang
until 1918, when the Communist authorities closed the cathedral and melted down its bells. It



was not until 1997 that new bells were cast and once again rang out over Moscow.View photo4.
Internal Wooden StaircaseLeading up to the Chapel of the Intercession, this spiral wooden
staircase remained hidden for hundreds of years until its accidental discovery in the 1970s
during renovation work. It is now open to the public.View photo5. Onion DomesThe cathedral’s
central tower is surrounded by onion domes: four large and four small. Originally gilded, they
received their first full-colour treatment in 1670.6. St Basil’s ChapelIn 1588, Tsar Fyodor
commissioned a ninth chapel, with a small dome, to contain the relics of Basil the Blessed
(1468–1552).7. Chapel of St CyprianEach of the original eight chapels honours the saint upon
whose feast day an assault on Kazan occurred. St Cyprian’s Day was that of the penultimate
attack on the stronghold. With a striped blue-and-white dome, this chapel is one of the
cathedral’s largest.8. Interior FrescoesThe interior of each chapel is illuminated by 19th-century
oil paintings and the bright colours of lovingly restored frescoes dating back to the 16th
century.View photo9. St Basil’s NameThe cathedral only adopted its popular moniker after St
Basil was interred here. It was originally named the Cathedral of the Intercession of the Virgin on
the Moat.10. History ExhibitionA small exhibition inside the main entrance chronicles St Basil’s
history and includes a display of 16th-century weaponry used during Ivan the Terrible’s
campaign against Kazan.Lucky EscapesSt Basil’s Cathedral has twice escaped destruction.
During his conquest of Moscow in 1812 Napoleon ordered its demolition, but the task was
abandoned when rain dampened the gunpowder. Stalin contemplated knocking it down to
facilitate the exit of troops parading across Red Square, but was stopped by the architect
Baranovsky, who threatened to cut his own throat. The gesture earned Baranovsky five years of
hard labour. Tip: Linger in the Central Chapel where you might hear the cathedral’s male choir
sing promotional excerpts from their CD of Orthodox chants. Tip: The nearby GUM shopping
mall has plenty of cafés and ice-cream parlours.Back to intro Chapter contents

Red SquareRed Square (Krasnaya Ploshchad) has been at the heart of Moscow for over 500
turbulent years, and its grand buildings recall the city’s eventful history. Here, Ivan the Terrible
mutilated prisoners before repenting of his sins at Lobnoe Mesto; it was he who funded the
construction of St Basil’s Cathedral. In 1812 a victorious Napoleon addressed his troops on the
square, while stabling their horses in the cathedral. Lenin Mausoleum was added by the
Communists, who later demolished both the Resurrection Gate and Kazan Cathedral to make
way for enormous military parades. The square has been restored to its pre-Soviet
appearance.Krasnaya Ploshchad • Metro: Ploshchad Revolyutsii, Teatralnaya, Okhotnyy Ryad 1.
Statue of Marshal ZhukovAstride a stallion, Marshal Zhukov raises his palm in symbolic defence
of the Kremlin. In 1944 he successfully lifted the siege of Leningrad, before pushing back the
Germans and capturing Berlin in 1945. View photo2. St Basil’s CathedralMoscow’s enduring
highlight, with its eclectic mix of colourful domes and lovely chapel interiors, has stood here
since 1561 (for further details see St Basil’s Cathedral). View photo3. Lobnoe MestoDespite its
ominous name, meaning “execution place”, this has only ever been used as a speaker’s



platform; leaders have made proclamations from here since the 16th century. 4. Statue of Minin
and PozharskiyThis dramatic statue depicts the two legendary Russian heroes who drove Polish
troops out of the Kremlin in 1612. 5. GUMOccupying the eastern side of the square, this glitzy
19th-century shopping mall was once the largest of its kind in Europe. Three gleaming arcades
are connected by elegant walkways (for further details see GUM). View photo6. Kilometre
ZeroThe brass plaque in the ground here marks the point from which all distances from Moscow
are measured. The spot is scattered with coins for luck. View photo7. Resurrection GateBuilt in
1995, this is a copy of the original 17th-century gate demolished by Stalin to allow parading
troops easier access to the square. 8. Lenin MausoleumDesigned by Aleksey Shchusev, the
mausoleum features a rooftop terrace from which leaders might view military parades (for further
details see Lenin Mausoleum). 9. State Historical MuseumThis imposing red-brick building
offers a fascinating insight into Russian history from the Paleolithic era to the 20th century (for
further details see State Historical Museum). View photo10. Kazan CathedralRebuilt in 1993 in
the style of the 17th-century original, this exquisite cathedral houses a replica of the miracle-
working Icon of the Kazan Virgin (for further details see Kazan Cathedral). View photoKremlin
Wall GravesThese graves (for further details see Kremlin Wall Graves) have been used to inter
the ashes of Soviet heroes since 1917, when 200 revolutionaries were buried here. Soviet
leaders were buried in individual tombs. Stalin’s body was embalmed and laid beside that of
Lenin, where it remained until 1961, when it was removed and buried following Khrushchev’s de-
Stalinization programme. Tip: Before queuing for the Lenin Mausoleum, leave large bags and
any photographic equipment at the Historical Museum’s cloakroom to avoid being refused
entry. Tip: Facing Red Square, the Bosco Café in the GUM shopping mall has a great range of
ice creams and desserts.Back to intro Chapter contents

Cathedral of the AssumptionOriginally founded in 1326, the cathedral was redesigned in 1470
by Italian architect Aristotle Fioravanti in Renaissance spirit. For centuries it hosted Russia’s
most important ceremonies, including the coronation of Ivan the Terrible in 1547 and the
inaugurations and burials of the patriarchs and metropolitans of the Orthodox Church. The
cathedral retained its importance even after the capital was moved to St Petersburg in 1713, and
became a museum under the Communists in 1918; religious services resumed in 1990.Kremlin
• Metro: Aleksandrovskiy sad, Biblioteka im. Lenina, Borovitskaya • 495 697 0349 (Call in
advance to book a guided tour) • Open 10am–5pm Fri–Wed • Adm: 350 Rub • 1. Patriarch’s
SeatThis white-stone prayer seat was used by metropolitans and patriarchs from the 16th
century. It was from this chair that Metropolitan St Philip II (1507–69) refused to bless Ivan the
Terrible in 1568.2. IconostasisThe gleaming iconostasis, which dominates the cathedral, was
built in 1813. The original iconostasis, dating from 1652, was destroyed by Napoleonic troops
the previous year. It comprises a remarkable series of gilt-framed icons rising five levels to a
grand 14th-century portrait of Christ.View photo3. TabernacleCast in 1624, the latticed bronze
tabernacle served as a repository for Russia’s collection of holy relics, including one of the four



nails used to crucify Christ. Today it contains the remains of Patriarch Germogen (1530–1612).4.
FrescoesThe frescoes adorning the interior were painted in 1511 and a gilt layer was added 150
years later. The 4 huge central pillars depict portraits of 140 martyrs.View photo5. St George
IconEncased by glass, this 12th-century icon depicting a youthful St George was discovered
under a layer of paint on the reverse of another icon in 1930.6. Miraculous Virgin of Vladimir
IconThe revered 16th-century copy of the Virgin of Vladimir icon is kept in a small gilt tabernacle
beside the iconostasis.View photo7. Monomakh ThroneInstalled as Ivan the Terrible’s prayer
seat in 1551, this elaborately carved throne owes its name to scenes on its rear panel depicting
the life of Prince Vladimir Monomakh (1053–1155).8. Tomb of Metropolitan St PeterThe tomb of
St Peter is contained within a shrine with silver pillars and a canopy topped with a gilt dome.
However, this area is inaccessible to tourists.9. Tomb of Metropolitan St IonaSt Iona became
Moscow’s metropolitan in 1448. His gold and silver canopied shrine is one of the most
sumptuous tombs in the cathedral.10. Harvest ChandelierThis chandelier was made from gold
that Napoleon’s soldiers looted during their occupation of Moscow in 1812, and later
abandoned.View photoUnusual HistoryDuring Napoleon’s occupation in 1812 the cathedral was
one of many churches used to stable horses. To combat the cold, French troops cut up its 15th-
century iconostasis to use as firewood. Stalin, who had a Christian upbringing, allegedly ordered
a secret service to be held here in 1941 when the German army was approaching. Tip: The best
views of the Kremlin’s cathedral towers are from the south, from the opposite bank of the
Moskva river. Tip: There are no cafés within the Kremlin; the nearest are those at Okhotnyy Ryad
Shopping Centre.Back to intro Chapter contents
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Wanda, “Handy for a short visit. We found this book very useful for a 4-day visit to Moscow and
its small size meant we could take it along in a pocket or purse. The only thing I found a bit
annoying was that there isn't a metro map that shows the colors and numbers of the lines; there
is a street map with metro stations marked, and a general transportation map that shows bus,
tram, and metro lines in the center of the city, but not a complete map of the metro system.”

Karla, “Good travel guide. Handy travel guide. I purchased it for my upcoming trip to Russia,
where I'll be spending a 3-day weekend in Moscow so didn't want a huge book just for that city.
The maps will come in handy, as I tend to get lost even when I'm following very specific
directions. I think I'll be frequenting the "Street Smart" section, with such Top 10 lists as "Things
to Avoid" and "Moscow on a Budget". My only complaint is that there's several full-page or even
two-page spread photos, which I think are a bit of an unnecessary addition to a travel guide. But
that's my opinion, and I realize some people might like the photos to get them pumped or help
them find things.”

Dean Miller, “Eyewitness excellence, as usual.. I am not cool. I am not worldly. I love to travel.I
have used Eyewitness books (with unecessary pages hacked out of them, per Rick Steve's
sensible advice) for European travel since about 1997.Eyewitness understands readers.No
flabby, verbose posturing.No English-Major-essayfication.Just useful lists, with photos in a
consistently useful format. If you're not a sophisticate, jet-setting hipster, always spend the
money on Eyewitness.”

Meno, “Excellent!. This little book saved us more than once on our trip to Russia. It is hard to find
English-speaking people who can give directions over there so if we were lost we just showed
the picture of where we wanted to go and were guided. Also when looking for churches or other
buildings it's the only way to know exactly what it is you're looking at since there aren't English
signs. For our next trips we'll definitely purchase these guides again.”

Michael J., “DK guides are outstanding. I purchased the digital kindle .... DK guides are
outstanding. I purchased the digital kindle version and found it less user friendly and detailed
than the paper version. That may just be me.”

Greg Wassberg, “Great book about Moscow. I am taking a trip in November 2019 and this book
is very relevant and up to date.  I love DK books.”

John L. Ford, “A very helpful pocket resource. My wife and I spent four days in Moscow at the
end of of a Russian River cruse. This light weight, compact book was very helpful in describing
and explaining what we should see and do (in priority order) during our visit.”



Skydog, “Five Stars. Everything I need to ove around Moscow, Map and guides were A+”

yja, “Very good informative book. Travelled to Moscow with this book and found it invaluable.
Maps and information all very accurate at the time I travelled.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 34 people have provided feedback.
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